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Ukraine: A Complex War and “The Neo-Nazi Element”: Holes in the Mainstream Account of
“Justice in Ukraine”

By Michael Welch, Eva Bartlett, and Richard Sanders, September 26, 2023

It needs to be acknowledged quickly that the invasion of Ukraine (which Global Research
does NOT support) is not as simple as the mainstream media makes it out to be. As has
been documented in past episodes of the program, there has been a rise in the incidence of
Nazis in Ukraine since the undemocratic coup against president Yanukovych in 2014.

Amnesty International Pushes Regime Change in Eritrea with Dubious, Unverifiable Report

By Ann Garrison, September 27, 2023

Amnesty’s new report accusing Eritrea’s government of gruesome war crimes relies heavily
on anonymous testimony, grainy satellite images, and zero field investigation. It is the latest
salvo in the West’s campaign to topple the country’s independent government.

A Year of Lying About Nord Stream. Seymour Hersh

By Seymour M. Hersh, September 27, 2023

The American men and women who moved, under cover, in and out of Norway in the
months it took to plan and carry out the destruction of three of the four Nord Stream
pipelines  in  the  Baltic  Sea  a  year  ago  left  no  traces—not  a  hint  of  the  team’s
existence—other than the success of their mission. 
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Post-COVID Vaccination Heart Inflammation: CDC Refuses to Release Updated Information

By Zachary Stieber, September 27, 2023

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is refusing to release updated
information  on  reported  cases  of  myocarditis  and  pericarditis  following  COVID-19
vaccination. COVID-19 vaccines can cause the inflammatory conditions, the CDC previously
confirmed.

The US-Egypt Weapons to Ukraine Dispute. Menendez Indictment

By Steven Sahiounie, September 27, 2023

US Senator Robert Menendez, (D. NJ.) temporarily stepped down from his powerful role as
chairman of the Senate Relations Committee, according to Senate Minority Leader Senator
Chuck Schumer,  following accusations of  political  corruption and breach of  US national
security.

Canadian Parliament Honours Man Who Fought for Nazis. Speaker Regrets Decision

By Hindustan Times, September 27, 2023

The speaker of Canada’s House of Commons apologized Sunday for recognizing 98-year-old
Yaroslav Hunka as a “Ukrainian hero” before the Canadian Parliament. Hunka served in
World War II  as a member of the 14th Waffen Grenadier Division of the SS, according to a
Jewish human rights group that demanded an apology.

The Subversion of Democracies and “The Global Surveillance State”. Don’t Forget About
Cambridge Analytica

By Megan Sherman, September 26, 2023

In a masterpiece of investigative reporting by Carole Cadwallr on the aggressive infiltration
and  subversion  of  democracies  worldwide  by  Cambridge  Analytica,  a  troubling  story
emerged.

Video: “Permanent Pandemics and Vaccines”. Michel Chossudovsky

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky and Caroline Mailloux, September 26, 2023
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Dennis Francis, president of the UN General Assembly (UNGA) has arbitrarily approved the
UN declaration on Pandemic Prevention, Preparedness and Response without submitting it
to  a  full  assembly  vote.  The  WHO  has  confirmed  the  transition  towards  a  digitalized
totalitarian  State  at  the  World  level.  

mRNA Vaccines in Farm Animals: Pork, Beef, Shrimp. Self-amplifying mRNA Vaccines for
Livestock

By Dr. William Makis, September 26, 2023

The scientists are already lying about safety of mRNA vaccinating livestock. They lie about
the duration of pseudouridine mRNA lasting only a few days (it can last 4 weeks), they lie
that it can’t “alter genes” or integrate into our genome (it can), they lie about strict quality
control (no mention of risks of DNA plasmid contamination), they lie about safety of lipid
nanoparticles,  they lie  about  mRNA’d meat  being safe  to  consume,  they lie  about  no
shedding, they lie about mRNA not ending up in meat or milk.

Understanding the American Civil War. Dr. Paul Craig Roberts

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts and Mike Whitney, September 26, 2023

Before I answer the questions it needs to be clearly stated that my answers are not merely
my opinion, but hard facts supported in the historical record. Like John Maynard Keynes, I
like to keep my views in accordance with the facts. In the case of what is called “the Civil
War,” the facts are clear enough.
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